
lary service revenue and expense
without creating an enormous
coa. common classifications in
orthopaedics clinics include
magnetic resonance imaging, phys-
ical therapy, rheumatology, and
physical medicine and rehabilita-
tion. by adding a classification to
expenses, you can identify a single
account as well as run reports to
track spending by a particular cost
center.

ideally, your coa and classifica-
tions should allow you to track and
evaluate revenues and expenses
easily, but should not be so detailed
or cumbersome that the informa-
tion is overwhelming.

Don’t lose sight of
the big picture
Keep in mind that medical practices
are a service industry. the biggest
costs are people-related: physicians,
midlevel providers, and staff. if you
can increase efficiency without

decreasing perceived service or
increasing total cost, the practice
benefits.

too often, however, practices
often “save” costs at the expense of
efficiency. for example, because
high-speed, high-volume printers
generally have a lower cost per page,
and one large copier is often less
expensive to purchase or lease than
two midsized copiers, many practices
centralize copy functions. but these
“savings” may be offset by staff time
lost to walk to, wait for, and visit by

a centralized printer and by intangi-
bles such as patient perceptions of
decreased service due to longer waits
or staff unavailability.

evaluate the benefits of decen-
tralized technology. Productivity
increases and a reduction in
full-time employees may offset
the additional expense. opting
for a lower-priced computer, for
example, is no bargain if work
output is compromised because
the processor cannot keep up
with demand.

as a long-term strategy,
managing overhead requires
analyzing data to make the most
appropriate decision for a given
situation. although each piece of
the puzzle should be examined indi-
vidually, it is important to keep the
big picture in mind. increased
expenses in one area might lead to
greater savings in another area or to
increases in revenue that exceed the
expense incurred.

cutting overhead is an end-game
strategy that can only be applied
when the practice is winding down.
Managing overhead is a long-term
strategy that helps ensure future
viability. NOW

Dale A. Reigle is chief executive
officer of Rocky Mountain
Orthopaedic Associates and past
president of the American
Association of Orthopaedic
Executives. He can be reached at
dreigle@rmodocs.com

Table 2: Chart of accounts with subaccounts

Drugs and medications 70100

Orthopaedic clinic drugs & medications 70110

Rheumatology drugs and medications 70120

Remicade® 70121

Reclast® 70122

Orencia® 70123

MRI drugs and medications 70130

oVerhead from page 29

tips for dealing with the difficult patient
by robert h. blotter, Md

coMMunicate, Set boundarieS,
and extricate yourSelf carefully

When it comes to dealing with diffi-
cult patients, you’re not alone.
every office has them. you dread
seeing their names on your
schedule. your staff puts off
returning their calls. clearly, some-
thing needs to be done to improve
relationships with these patients,
but what?

difficult patients are dependent,
clingy, and entitled at best; they
may also be manipulative, self-
destructive, noncompliant, litigious,
and even hostile. they all, however,
demand excessive amounts of time
and attention from you and your
staff. and despite your efforts, you
frequently find yourself frustrated
and exhausted after interactions
with them and sense that they have
similar feelings.

the following tips may help
salvage a relationship before it’s
too late.

Sharpen your
communication skills
before you take the easy way out
and blame the patient for the frac-
tured relationship, take a good look
in the mirror. are you doing every-
thing you can to understand and
address the patient’s underlying
needs or expectations? in other
words, are you effectively commu-
nicating with this patient?

i call this the “Maxine” rule.
Whenever my mother, Maxine,
visits the doctor, she calls me after-
ward. as the only healthcare
professional in our family, i get all
her unanswered questions and
complaints, as well as a critique of
her most recent medical visit and
advice on how to interact with
patients. now when dealing with a
difficult patient, i remember that
advice: “slow down, listen, and
don’t be arrogant.”

When you are working with a
challenging patient, ask yourself,
“Would my family member, who
has no medical background or
experience, be satisfied with this
interaction?” if the answer is “no”

or “maybe,” you may need to think
about how to improve your
communication skills. if you can
honestly reply “yes,” then the
reason for your communication
problem most likely lies elsewhere.

often poor communication and
the resulting difficult relationship
are by-products of the time
constraints many of us face. Simply
recognizing that you need more
time with certain patients, and
scheduling your day accordingly,
can go a long way in addressing the
problem. this tactic, however, will
not help with the patient who is
never content with the time you
provide.

Create boundaries
Standardized approaches can help
lessen the emotions involved in
dealing with difficult patients.

reasoned, consistent processes that
provide clear boundaries from the
start can not only avoid problems
down the road, but also help defuse
situations before they escalate.

a uniform narcotic medication
refill protocol is an easy place to
begin. our office has a policy of no
medication refills on weekends or
after hours on weekdays. this
policy is widely publicized in our
office, including signs in every exam
room. now, instead of arguing with
a patient on the issue, we simply
refer to our written policy.

a standardized approach can be
expanded to other difficult patient
issues as well. deanna r. Willis,
Md, Mba, and ann Zerr, Md,
outlined a three-tiered approach to
challenging patient management

for more information and advice on practice management issues,
visit the aaoS online Practice Management center at
www.aaos.org/pracman

the aaoS also sponsors private blogs where members can ask
questions, share ideas and approaches, and post comments on issues.
Simply click on the “Private blogs” link (on the online Practice
Management center) to see a list of current discussions.
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